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Andu and Taimi developed their love of skiing at early ages. Both were born in Estonia, where there are long 
winters with plenty of snow, but no big hills. Andu got his first cross country skis at age 5. In 1944, at the age 12, 
his family left Estonia for Sweden to escape the Soviet invasion. There he again engaged in cross country skiing. 
Unfortunately several years followed with no access to snow when he lived in Brazil and other places. The next 
chance to put on skis was in Vancouver BC at age 21. There he met Taimi, who had started cross country skiing 
in Sweden, and together they ventured into the Alpine world. When they arrived in Seattle in 1957 they explored 
all the local areas, with occasional trips to Sun Valley and other resorts.  
 
A presentation by Mel Borgeson in 1961 about Crystal Mountain convinced them that this was where they 
wanted to ski.  Unfortunately the price of stock seemed prohibitive for the young couple.  Then Andu heard from 
Bill Savery about the wonders of free skiing associated with ski patrolling.  He completed first aid training, and 
in the fall of 1962, was accepted into the ranks of the CMSP. Like for many others, this developed from the idea 
of free skiing into many years of dedicated service to the Mountain and the National Ski Patrol System.  
 
In the following 33 years he spent two years as Patrol Leader, four years as Assistant Patrol Director to Bill Savery, 
three years as Head of Training and nine years as part of the patrol sub-group called the “POSSE”.   The “POSSE” 
was proposed by Don Christianson in 1971 as a group of six persons to monitor and control all activities on the 
mountain in an effort to make people enjoy skiing in a safe manner. It was a PR group. The name “POSSE” was 
coined by a member of the group as an acronym for “promotion of safe skiing enjoyment”. Eventually it included 
a lot more than monitoring, as whenever something was considered amiss, the call went out to get the POSSE. 
This included physically keeping lift ramps shoveled, removal of moguls on trails, and  
  



operating the lifts to give breaks to operators. The members were also trained and used to switch chair to backup 
systems in cases of failures. One task that made the group unpopular to the younger skiers was the enforcement 
of the company’s policy of no jumping and no speeding rules. When the area changed management in 1982, the 
group was dissolved, and most members returned to the regular patrol. 
 
Andu and Taimi worked hard to help their two sons, John and Alan, follow in their footsteps and fall in love with 
skiing. Both boys started at early ages and were part of the Mighty Mite and CMAC programs, and both reaching 
Elite status. John raced two years in the pro circuit and Alan raced for US Ski Team for 5 years.  Now Alan heads 
up coaching for CMAC. John was the Masters Coach for CMAC until he moved to California, and now enjoys 
skiing at Mammoth Mountain. 
 
Taimi did her part to assist in the boys’ skiing development by spending many weeks each year at the Mountain 
with them and other racers during school vacations and summer race camps. Taimi also assisted in organizing 
and running the races, providing support for timing and results calculations, and food preparation for support 
staff. When the Masters Nationals came to Crystal in the 1970s, both Andu and Taimi participated as racers, and 
this was essentially their first time on that caliber race course. Andu raced for a few years afterwards in the local 
Masters circuit. 
 
The first few years that Andu patrolled, he was up both days every weekend. That meant getting up Saturday at 
5AM to be ready at the patrol room by 7AM, being dismissed after the area was cleared, often as late as 6PM, 
then driving home and repeating it on Sunday. Staying in the patrol room for the night was an option but it was 
hard to get a good nights rest there. They looked for options about places to stay on the mountain and in 1963 
decided to join the Billiken Ski Club that had a building site reserved. In 1965, they helped to construct the lodge. 
From then on they have spent much of their free time in the winter at the Mountain. 
 
They, as well as Alan and John eventually bought shares in Crystal Mountain, Inc., and they all are members of 
the Founders Club today. 


